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To create “Lichens”, Karine Ponties spent a long time with animation film “The Tale of Tales” by Yuri Norstein 
© Andrea Messana 

Ondine Cloez, Karine Ponties, Luna Cenere. Three artists, three women, to open this 
2020 edition of Festival in Movement at Les Brigittines. 
Karine Ponties's taste for animation isn't new. The choreographer went as far as integrating it 
live in her performances (Holeulone or Brutalis, in collaboration with visual artist and comic 
book author BD Thierry Van Hasselt). 

“Illustration and animation have always occupied a place of their own in my work; these 
works contain secrets, folds revealing the extraordinary and the extravagant,” says she who, 
with her company Dame de Pic, has choreographed more than forty pieces in the last twenty 
and some years. 

Source code
An award-winning animation film, on which she “stumbled” about ten years ago, served as 
impulse for the long reflection leading to Lichens. Developed by Yuri Norstein and inspired 
by a traditional Russian lullaby, The Tale of Tales (1979) revisits the history of the 20th 
Century as if penetrating into the meanders of memory itself. A bestiary where animals are 
never quite as cruel – or vulnerable – as humans, where threat and innocence, transparencies 
and opacity, childhood and war, poetics and politics bump into one another. 
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Banquet table? Catafalque? Shapes and materials, echoing the layering of images in “The Tale of Tales,” are 
developed in “Lichens” © Andrea Messana 

Without reproducing this exceptional work of art, Karine Ponties uses it as a source code for 
the entire piece. For her, “material has secrets of its own,” and, together with her six 
magnificent performers, they play at creating images as well as gestures in a universe paced 
by submersions and immersions, entrapment and suspension.

Down to earth or chimeras, creatures appear, return or disappear forever in this scenic space 
made of boxes and a Chinese pole, which offers a cyclic, playful field that tastes of memory. 

Conceived with the complicity of Guillaume Toussaint Fromentin (dramaturgy, lighting), 
David Monceau (sound), Gaëlle Marras (costumes), Lichens defies all we know and reveals a 
world – ours, perhaps – that needs constant reinvention, through its illusions, derisions and 
hardships. 

Bruxelles, Brigittines, until March 7th (“Vacances Vacance” at 7pm, “Lichens” at 8:30pm, 
“Kokoro” at 10pm.  
Festival In Movement, until March 21st. Info and full program: 02.213.86.10, 
www.brigittines.be 


